In 1959 Read [6] determined an exact formula for the number of labelled ..1-regular graphs on n vertices. This formula, whose proof is based on P6lya's enumeration theorem [5] , is not easily penetrated. In particular, it seems that only for ..1 :!S: 3 can it be used to find its asymptotic value (see [ 4, p. 175] ). Recently Bender and Canfield [1] gave an asymptotic formula for the number of labelled graphs with given degree sequences by enumerating certain classes of involutions. In this note we offer a somewhat different approach, allowing one to obtain a more general asymptotic formula without much effort and without any reference to an exact formula. In particular, our asymptotic formula holds not only for constant ..1 but also if ..1 increases rather slowly as n ~oo. As a considerable bonus, the model presented here enables one to give asymptotic formulae for various subclasses of labelled regular graphs. We intend to exploit this possibility in the future.
As customary, we use A-B to denote the relation A/B ~1 as n ~oo. Furthermore, we and From these it follows that if q,;; Slog n, say, then 2
n Finally, we define a shackle of a configuration as a pair of loops in the same group ~or a pair of couplings joining the same two groups. (Note that in the latter case all we need is a set of three edges joining the same two groups.) Let et, e 2 , ... , e 1 be independent edges not containing a shackle, where I~0. Denote by N*(et. ... , e 1 ) the number of configura tions that contain the edges et. ... , e 1 and have a shackle. Then
Indeed, there are at most l(Li-1) 2 edges that can appear in a shackle containing some edge e;, 1,;; i,;; /, there are at most n (~) 2 choices of a new "double loop" and at most (2)(~) 2 3! choices of a new "triple edge". Denote by N1 the right-hand side of (5) . Note that if l,;; 16log n then, rather crudely,
n Now we are ready to proceed to the essential part of the proof. Let 1J be the set of all configurations and let 1J 0 c 1J be the set of configurations without shackles. Put Mo = Mo(m) = I1Jol. Then by (5) and (6) 
Let us turn l/> 0 into a probability space by giving each configuration F E l/> 0 the same probability, M 0
1 . Given a configuration FE l/> 0 , denote by X 1 (F) the number of loops ofF and by X 2 (F) the number of couplings. Put X= X 1 + X 2 . Our aim is to determine the asymptotic value of P(X = 0) = P(X1 + X2 = 0). We shall do this by estimating E(s, t), the expected number of (s +!)-tuples consisting of s loops and t couplings, provided s + t"'" Slog n.
Note that there are C 1 (d) edges that can be lcops of configurations and C 2 (d) pairs of edges that can form couplings. Since in l/> 0 the s loops and t couplings determine s + 2t edges, we find that
Therefore if we write A 1 = C1 (d)NdN and A2 = C2(d)N2/ N then (2) and (7) give
To get a lower bound, we count only those (s +!)-tuples of loops and couplings whose end vertices belong to distinct groups ~:
Hence (4), (6) and (7) give A~A~ ( (log n ) 2 ) E(s, t) ;;;;.--1 -cs .
s!t! n From (8) and (9) we find that if s + t"'" 8 log n then I ( )
This shows that X 1 and X 2 behave like independent Poisson random variables with means A 1 and A 2 . Straightforward calculations show that As is well known, the values E, are closely related to P(X = 0). By the Jordan inequalities (see Comtet [3, p. 195 
r=O Let us choose u so that 2log n < u < 3 log n. Then from (10), (11) and (12) we find that On putting d1= d 2 = · · · = dn = L1 we find that 2m= Lin and
which implies the formula given in the abstract. It is perhaps worth noting that the proof would have been considerably simpler if we had confined our attention to degree sequences in which L1 = d 1 is bounded. To show this, we use the probabilistic model to determine the asymptotic distribution of the number of short cycles in labelled graphs with a given degree sequence. and (15) And now for the actual proof. Let f/J 0 c f/J be the set of configurations without shackles and let n be the set of configurations without loops and couplings. As before, we consider f/J, l/Jo and n as probability spaces in which all configurations have the same probability. 
